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ABSTRACT 
"'Ie aay that two latUce points are visible from one another U 
there 1s no lattice point on the open Une segment Join1ng them. If 
Q is a subset of the n-dirnenslonalinteger lattice Ln. we write VQ 
for the set of points which can see every point of Q. and we call a 
set S a set of visible points U S = VO for some .et Q. 
In the first section we 8tudy the elementary properUes of the 
operator V and of certain associated operators. A typical result 1s 
that Q 1s a set of visible point. 1f and only 1£ 0 ., V(VO). In the 
second and third sections we study sets of visible pOints in greater 
detail. In particular we show that if 0 1s a finite subset of Ln. then 
VO has a .. density" whicb Is given by the Euler produm 
n (1 .. fp(O) ) 
p pn 
where the numbe" rp(O) are certain integers determined by the 8et Q 
and tbe primes p. And if Q is an infinite subset of Ln. we give 
neceS80ry and 8ufflo18nt conditions on the Bet 0 such that VQ has 
rs density whioh 18 given by this or other related products. 
In the f!nel l.oUon we compute the average valuel of a certain 
cla.s of functions defined on Ln. and we show that the resulting 
formula may be used to compute the density of l'l set of visible points 
VQ generated by a finite let Q. 
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8 1. Definitions and Elementary Properties of E'ets of Vis1bllil Points. 
Let Ln be tha n-dimensional integer lattice consisting of pointo 
of the form x'" (xl,x2' ••• I~F with integer coordinates. If x end y 
are points of Ln and 1£ m is a posltive integer, we wrlte 
(1.1) X!!! Y (m) 
to intllcate that Xl :! Y 1 (m) for 1 = 1, 2, ••• , n • In other worda the 
points x end yare congruent modulo m if and only U m div1des Each 
component of the vector x - y. 
"'/e say that two distinct points of Ln ore mutually visible 1£ there 
is no point of Ln on the open Une secment Joining them. If x and yare 
mutually visible, we Bay that" x can sea y" or "y can see x", nnd we 
st1pulete that 8 point can n2!. see itself. 
It was proved In ~ 21 that two pOints are mutually vislble if and 
only if the greatest common d1visor of the components of the V<lctor 
connecting them 15 one. For our purpose it will be more convenient to 
use a condition stated in terms of the congruence relation (1.1). 
Theorem 1, 1 , Let x and y be t wo po1nts of Ln. Then x and y 
are mutually visthle if and only 1£ the congruence x 51 y (P) 18 false for 
all prlmes p. 
Proof: Since the theorem Is evident if x .. y, we asswne that x 
and yare distinct points. Vie prove the theorem by showing that there 
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i8 6 point of Ln on the open line segment j01ninQ x and y if and only if 
x '!! Y (P) for some prime p. Assume that z is any point on this l10e seg-
ment; then we can "'>'rite z .. y + t(x - y) for some 0 < t < 1. If z 1s also 
a po1ot of Ln I then t must be a rational nwnber, and we can write t .. a/b 
where e and b are relatively prime integors. But if p 1s any prime which 
divides b , then it 1s clear that p must dlv1de each component of the vector 
x - y; that 1s X!!! Y (p). Conversely, if we aSSW,)1e x § y (p) for some prime 
p, then z lCI Y + (x - y)/p 115 a point of Lrl on the open line segment Joining 
x and y. This completes the proof. 
In view of Theorem 1. 1 it is convenient to extend our concept of 
mutual visibility. Thu8 I if P is any prLrne I we say two points x and y 
are mutually Visible modulo p 1f x .f. y (p). If x and y are mutually visible 
modulo p, we say that" x can see y modulo p" and" y can see x modulo p" • 
Theorem 1. 1 can be restated 8S follows: 
Two points x and yare mutually vislbla 1£ and only if x can see y 
modulo p for all pcimes p. 
If 0 1s a subset of L n (Q S Ln) and x a point of Ln (x £ Ln), we say 
that x can see Q 1£ x can Bee every point of Q . IN e write VQ for the set of 
all points which can see Q I and we say that a set S 1& a .. set of visible 
points" if there is a set Q such that S = Vc:; . Similarly, we write V p Q fcc 
the set of points which can see 0 modulo p. Using Theorem 1.1 I we 
have 
(1.2) 
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V(:' a: (\ VpQ 
p 
where the intersection Is over all primes p. 
Symbol1colly we can represent the set VpQ as follows: 
(1.3) 
This construction is rather awkward, therefore we introduce the sets 
XpQ which are defined to be the complements of the sets VpC; . ',\i e 
have 
EMmple 1, Let Q be the s~Ket of 1.2 conSisting 01 the points 
(k,O) for k '" 0,:: 1 , i2, ••• • Writing Qp for the set of least positive 
residues· modulo p generated by the points of Q , we have 
Qp"" [(0,0),(1,0), ... ,(p - 1,0)3 • 
... l xC L 2 \ x 2 '!! 0 (P) J . 
In other 'NoraS, the points that can not sse Q modulo p are Just the lattice 
points on the lines x 2 '" Jp where j is an integer. We compute VpQ 
* If x is a point of Ln end m a positive integer, we say that y is the 
least positive residue of x mouulo m if y '!! X (In) and 0 ~ Yt < rn for 
1'" 1,2, , •• ,n. 
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as follows: 
U91nO (1.2) we find 
VQ " n VpQ = [X£L2 \X2 i 0 (P) for all prinles p} p 
Therefore the pOints thllt can see Q are just the lattioe points direotly 
above and directly belovJ the JC1- <lxls. We might elso ask for the set 
of points that can see vq . Prom the definition of VQ it Is evident tnat 
any point of 0 cen see VQ; and in this example 'fie can show, quite 
easlly, that the ~ points which can see VQ are those of Q . There-
2 2 fore, v.rr1ting V Q for V{VQ), we have V Q '" Q , and Q itself is a aet of 
viSible points. W e shall see later that the equation V2Q .,. Q is a 
necessary and sufficient condition that a Get (; be a set of visible points. 
Example 2, Let Q be as in Ex&mple 1 lind let R be any subset of 
('> of the form R ... [(k ,O)] where !~ ~ m for some fixed integer m. 
\Yr1Ung ~ for the set of least poelt1ve residues modulo p generated by 
R, we see that 
Rp::: L(r ,O)} where r :: 0,1, , •• ,p - 1. 
Therefore ~ = Op and it follows that the sets R and Q have the same 
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set of visible polots. 
Example 3. Let S be the set of polots l (q, q2) ~ where q ranges 
over the set of primes. To compute Sp (defloed as above) we note that 
if p 1s a fixed pr1me, the eet of all pr1mes, l q"3 ' generetee a complete 
residue ayatem modulo p by D1rlohlet's theorem. Thus 
and ~s .. l x (Xl!!! r (P),Xa !! r2(p) for some r .. 0,1, ••• ,p-l j. 
The polots that cen.nsa see Q modulo pare, therefore, Just the latUoe 
2 polots on the parabolas x2 .. Xl + Jp where J 18 an loteger. By Ii com-
putation similar to the one used 10 Example 1, we Iww 
and 
v
2
s - l x \ X2 co x~ ~ J S 
V3S _ V(V2S) - Vs. 
These examples Ulustrate thet sets of the form ~n are funda-
mental to the study of seta of visible polots. To further our understandlog 
of such sets w. make the followlog definitions: 
DefinitioD 1. 1. Let Q be a subset of L n and let m be a positive 
integer. We defloe the sets Om and XsnQ 8S follows: 
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Om-IXE.Ln\O::;XJ,< mforl-l,2, ••• ,n;andx!!y(m) 
for 80me y c- n -~ 
(1.5) XmQ - l X E. Ln \ X!!! Y (m) for some y (. nm~ . 
In addition, we define rm (0) to be the number of pointa in Om' 
In other word8, Om 1s the J.!1 of leest positive residues modulo 
m generated by the points of OJ and rm (0) Is the Dumber of distinct, 
least positive residues modulo m generated by O. The seta Om are 
generaluations of the sets Qp, ~ and Sp which we used in Examplss 
l, 2 ond 3. It Is clear, from these same examples, that wilen m ia a 
prime, the definition of the set XmQ ls consistent with the definltion 
of the sets =<pO given by (1.4). 
It is convenient to have a name for seta which are constructed 
in the manner indicated by (1. 5). Thus, we say that a set S is 
"periodic with pertod m n if we can write S - Xm Q for 1I0me Q S; Ln. 
We can eliminate the set Q which occurs in this statement by writing 
S .. XmS which wlll hold if and only if S is a Pfj!r1odic set with period m. 
The reason for the name "periodic" is that if S 18 a periodic set with 
per10d m, then the characteristic function of S 18 a periodic function 
with perlod m 10 each of the componentll of its argument. 
It 18 clear from (1. S) that the complement of a periodic set is 
periodic. Thus, lor example, the sets VpQ" (."PQ)' are periodic: and 
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we compute* 
Example 4.. Let C be the set L (2,4) , (6,0) j. 'Ne have 
Therefore 
°2 '" L (0,0)1 
XzQ '" Lx \ x == (0,0) (2) ~ 
V2Q '" LX Ix ~ (O,O) (2) ~ 
"" lx \ x == (l,0) ,(0, 1) or (1,1) modulo 2 t 
r2(x ZQ) :::: r2«( 2) == r2(Q) '" 1 a nd rZ(VZQ) D 3. 
In the iollowing th.eorem we state an important property which w111 
enable us to approximate sets of visible points with periodic sets by 
using the identity VQ "" n V p Q • 
p 
Theorem 1.2. Let 81'82 , ••• I ~~ be periodic Bublets of Ln witil 
periods m1,ffiZ' ••• , m;.; respectively. Then, if the mi's are coprime 
k 
1n pairs, the set S., n Slis periodic with period In - mlmZ·· ·rnk and 
1e l 
rm(S) .. n fmi (Si)· 
1-1 
Prooi: "'lVe prove the theorem for t he case of two periodic sets 
A and B with relatively prime periods a and b; the general result then 
follows by the obvious induction argument. Let S .. A 1'1 B, then we have 
* Using the fact that t here are exactly pn lea st positive residues 
modulo p. 
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by a simple computation 
S - l x €... L n \ x !'! u (0) for some u €. As; and 
x !!! v (b) for some v £. Bb 3 . 
For 1I fixed u and v the system of congruences 
(1. 7) 
X!!! V (b) 
has, by the Chinese Remainder Theorem (11, a solution which 1s 
unique modulo m = ab. In other words, if we denote the least positive 
solution of (1.1) by x(u, v), then x 113 a root of (1.1) if and only if 
X !!'£ x(u, v) (m). 
It 1s apparent from this that S is a periodic set with period m. To 
compute rm (8), we need to count the nlllTlber of distinct values that 
x(u, v) cen assume. But by definition there are exactly ra (l>J choices 
for the point u E. P,a and rb (8) choices for v EBb. A Simple argument 
shows that each choice of u and v 14iads to a distinct value for x(u, v) • 
Therefore rm(S) • raWrb(B) which oompletes the proof of the theorem. 
In the following theorem we Ust the properties of sets of 
visible points which we use in our subsequent onalysis. 
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Theorem 1.3. 1£ Q is a subset of Ln then 
(1.8) V2Q 2. (\ XpQ :2 Q , 
p 
(1.9) V3Q .,. VQ - f\ ~EsnFI 
p 
(1. 10) Q 1s a set of visible points if and only if V2Q - Q . 
Proof: First we show that Vp (VQ);2 XPQ. Assume x expQ, then 
x 'iI u (P) for some point u E. Q. This point u can cleMly see VQ and 
in parUcular u can see VQ modulo p. But since x and u are congruent 
modulo p, it follows that x can also see VQ modulo p. This proves 
v p (VO) ~ }Cp 0 • To prove the first part of (1. B), we write 
V2Q ... V(VQ)" (\ Vp(VQ) ?- (\ XpQ. 
p p 
The second part of (1.8) 1s obvious since u f. Q implies u E. xP Q for 
all primes p. 
Applying (1.8) to the set VQ , we see that v3Q 2 VQ. To prove 
the inequality goes the other way, assume K t: V30. Then x can see 
V2Q wilich implies by (1.8) that x oan see Q. Thocefore x E. VQ which 
proves the first part of (1.9). The second part follows from another 
appUcet!on of (1.8) to the set VQ. 
To prove (1. 10), we observe that if V2Q '" Q, then Q is clearly 
a set of visible pOints (0 .. V(VQ». Conversely, assume Q is a set of 
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visible points. Then Q ... VS for BOIDe set S. But by (1. a) we hove 
which oomplete. the proof of the theorem. 
hi important consequence of thia theorem 1s that sets of 
visible points occur In conjugate pairs. That ls, if Q ls a set of 
Visible points, then the set VQ is at once the set of points that can 
see Q anti the set of points whloh Q oan see (0 ... V(VQ) ) • 
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I 2. Sets of Visible Points Generated by Finite Sete. 
In the preceeding seotion we discovered som" of the oombin-
atorlal properties of sets of visible points and of periodic sets. In 
this sGlotion we probe more deeply into the nature of sets of visible 
points. Our prinoipal tool will be the idea of the"dansity" of IS set. 
However. even without a formal definition of density. we oan make 
many plausible statements about sets of visible points. 
Consider. for example. the question: What Is the probability" 
that a point x E. L n oa n seo a fixed point b e Ln ? To answer this 
question we ask: f!ret for the probability that x can see b modulo p for 
some f1."!:ed prime p. To compute this probability, we note that there 
are exactly pO least positive residues modulo p. It seems reasonable 
to assign etloh of these residues the s ame probability. Therefore, 
Sin09 the event " x oan see b modulo pn 1s equivalent to the event 
xi b (p), we could aselgn the probabiUty (1 - p -n) to tbe event 
.. x can see b modulo p". It aleo seems rea sonable that the events 
"x can see b modulo p" should be independent for distinct primes p. 
Thus we are tempted to write 
\II Vi e make no attempt to justify the use of the language of probability 
theory. However. ell the statements made in this introduotion can be 
formulated in terms of tbe concept of the density of a set (Def. 2. 1) , 
and most of them will be proved in our subsequent analysis. 
.. 12 .. 
(2. 1) PI' €x can •• e b) • r l PI' €x can see b modulo p) 
p 
'" Tf{1 .. p·n} . 
p 
We might a180 ask for the probab1Uty that a point x oan .ee a 
given sub.et Q of Ln. An argument much like the one used to obtain 
(2.1) indicate. that the following expres.ion is a plausible answer: 
(2.2) PI' €x can se. Q) • TT Pr €x can .e. Q modulo p} 
p 
.. Tfh _ rp(Q) ). 
ph p 
Various fonns of (2. 1) heve been proved in the literature [1, 3J • 
Rearick [21 has also derived (2.2) in the speoial caS88 where Q ia 8 
set consisting of m2 points of L n or where Q consists of k mutually 
visible points of Ln. The methods used by theae researohers are those 
of Analytio Number Theory, involving the applioation of limiting processes 
to finite sums which are used for counting visible points in certain 
regions. In this section we shall prow that (2.2) is valid for all .ets 
Q"=- L n which contain at most a finite number of points. The methods 
we use are combinatorial in nature and are motivated by our preoeding 
d18CU8S1on of probabilities, though we shall make no attempt to point 
out the probabilistic interpretation of eaoh of 0\8" results. In. 3 we 
apply these same methods to seta Q containing an infinite number of 
points; however in this case we shall see that the problem 1s much more 
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difficult • 
.. .. c a begin with a definition of the ciensity of a set Q ~ Ln. The 
usual definition of density is made in terms of rectangular soUds 
.. expanding to cover Ln... Thus, to define the density of Q I we com" 
pute the density of Q in 0 reotangular soUd of the foml 
and let n a ---> - 00 and b -. + 00 n. For the time being we Iholl restriot 
our considerations to suoh rectangular sets, but we shall examine the 
question of more general reglons once we have obtalned some results 
for rectangular soUds. The following definition 1s made with these more 
general reglons in mind. 
DeUnlUon 2.1. Let S be a subset of Ln and let R be a set 
selected from a certain famlly of bounded subsets of Ln (for example 
the sets Ra I b). Vie define the density of S in R as the ratio of the 
number of points in S (\ R to the number of pOints in R. If we indicate 
• the density of S in R by ~EpF and use N(N to indicate the number of 
points in the set A, this definition becomes 
~EpF IZI N(S (\ R) / NOO. 
* We wdte a ~ x < b to indioate the inequalities 81 -:s, Xl < bi where 
i OIl 1 I 2, ••• In. V{ e write a ---> - co to indioate each component of a 
tends to - 00 I and simllarly for b ~ "r (>0 • 
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If it 1s poss1ble to let R .. expand to cover L n" in some manner, 
we def10e D(S), the density of S, 08 the Umit of ~ (8) as R expands 
to cover Ln. This limit may not always exist, but we have recourse 
to the .. upper c.lenslty" and "lowe.' denSity" of S by c:ons1der1ng the 
limit superior and limit inferior of ~ (8). Therefore we introduce the 
follow1og notation: 
-D(8)::I 11m ~ (S) 
R1Ln 
D(S) "" 11m ~ (3) 
o~in 
(U it exists) • 
It is easy to verify that the density function D satisfies the 
following properties of a general measure: If A and B are disjoint sets 
with densities 10 1. n, then 
o ~ D(A) ~ 1 
at~·F .. 1 - DW and 
D (A v II) ... D (A) + D(B). 
The proof of these properties follows immediately from the faot that they 
are saUsfied by the function DR. 
We now prove the following theorem which refers to the rectangular 
density of periodic sets. 
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Theorem 2 I 1. If S i8 a pedodlo set with period m, the density 
of S exist. and is given by 
Proof: It u olear from the definiUon of a per1od1o .et that the 
number of point8 of S in eny n-cube of side m i. JU8t rm (8) I Let R be 
one of the reotangular soUd. Rb' If we cover R by n-oubee of .tde a, 
m, it is ea8ily 88en that the number of point8 in S(\R oan be estimated 
by the inequal1ties 
Dividing by N(R) - TT(b1 - ai) , we obtain 
LetUng b ~ + 0.0 end a -'> - 00 , it 1& clear that 
Th.refor'e D(S) • rm(S) / mn as lteted. 
Applying th1a result to the periodic sets "PO end VpO, we, find 
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(2.4) 
(2. S) 
If 8 1,82' ••• ,Sk are periodic sets with relatively prlme perlods, 
then a simple application of Theorem 1.2 gives 
(2.i) 
k k 
D( (\ 81) .. n D(S,). 1 .. 1 1=1 
V'{e return now to our d1soU8s1on of sets of visible points. 
Theorem 2.2. Let Q be any subset of L n and let (? be it collection 
of dlsUnct pr1.lnes. Let V (J be the set of points which Clan see Q modulo 
all the ~1mell in (?, i.e. s~ :I (\ VpQ. Then we have 
pt;6l 
and if ()lis e Unitt collection V l' has e density which is given by 
(2.S) 
Proof: Equation (2.8) is 8 speatal case of (2.6). The leoond 
pM of (2.7) follows from (2.5) and the fact that the infinite product 
appearing there is either ob80lutely convergent or else it diverges to 
zero. 'v'ie have only to prove the first part of (2.7) in the case where 
c? is an inf1nite collecUon of primes. Let (9' be any ~ subset of 
CP. It 1s claar that V <f' c. V ~D and therefore we have for any bounded 
n 
set RSL 
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Letting R .. expand to Ln ll , we obtain 
The fust part of (2.7) then follows by allowing" 6"to tend to (i' ... 
ProbabiUstioally we can interpret (2.8) as saying that the events 
"x can see Q modulo p" are independent in finite collections. We do 
not yet know whether thJ.a 1s true for infinite colleoUons of primes. 
However we can write by (2.7) 
(2.9) D(VQ) $ n D(V 0 ). p ' p 
In the remaining portions of this section we shall restrict our-
selves to Unite sets Q in order to improve (2.9) as muoh as possible. 
We begin with the following defin1Uon: 
wflDWon 2.2. Let Q be a finite subset of L n and let x be a point 
of Ln. The function PQ{x} wh1ch we abreviate p(xl 18 defined by 
p(x) -
if x can see Q 
if p 1s the smallest prime such 
that x can not see Q modulo p. 
If p 1s a prime, we define the set ~ by 
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We can wrtte the set Ap in the form 
which 1s eVident from the fact that pbe) "" p if and only 1£ x can see Q 
modulo all printes q < p and x can not see Q Inodulo p. An elementary 
computation shows that 
(2.10) ( U AJ'" n VpQ 
p~p p:-; p 
for any prime P • 
We may now state the fundamental theorem of this section as 
follows: 
Theorem 2,3. (Density Theorem) If Q is a finite subset of L n, 
then VQ has a density which is given by the Euler product 
(2.11) Dt"Q) ... n D(V 0) ..., n (l - fp(Q) ) • p pn p p 
Proof: We prove this theorem for rectangular densiUes and then 
we d18play 8 larger cla8s of regions for which the theorem 18 true. We 
begin by representing VQ in terms of the seta ~ 
VQ co t x I pbe) = 1 ~ - Ln - t x \ p(x) > lJ 
.. Ln - U Ap. 
p 
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Therefore if R is any bounded subset of Ln. we have 
since the sets ~ are disjoint. Now we assume that R ,.. Ra.b is a 
rectangular set which il9 large enough to contain aU the points of O . 
We \jI,T1te r.. min (hi - ai) and without loss of generality we assume 
1~ i~ n 
r = b 1 - a l' Letting P be 8 fixed prime smaller than r. we can write 
(2.12) • ~E n VpQ) - ~ DR<Ap)" DR(x I p(x) > r).* 
p~m m<p~r 
We estimate the size of the terms ~~F as follows: . 
n bi - a, ~ CAp> ~ Dp, (xpoH· rp(O) T1 p + 1 (by (2.3» 
i=-l bi - at 
(since p ~ min (h1 - a,» • 
* That 1s l:R(lx \ p(x» r}). 
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To estimate ~ (x I p(x) > r), we note thet if p(x) '"' p > r, then 
x:!! y (P) fOf some yt: Q. Therefore p must diVlde (xl - Yl\ • But 
since Q So R, we heve IXl - Yl\ ~ bt - a1 ""r, whioh implies 
'\ - Y1 .. o. It i8 easily seen that the set of points thet .aUsty this 
condition has a densSty in R which is at mOlt equal to N(Q) / r. 
Sub8UtuUng the •• results in (2.12), we find 
(2.13) DJt(VQ) ~ ~En VpQ) - 2n L rp$t) - Nr(Q) • 
p~m m<~r 
We may a88ume that the series L r~nF converges, sinoe other-
p 
wise the product in (2.11) diverges to zero and the theorem 1s eVident 
from (2.9). Therefore we may allow R to expand to LD in (2.13) and 
obtain 
.. nD(V 0) - 2n ~ rp(Q) 
p ~ ph 
p~m p>P 
LetUng P tend to infinity, we find 
which when coupled with (2. 9l proves the theorem for rectangular 
den81t1es. 
It would be futtle to attempt to charaoterize, in 8 meaningful 
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way, all those fem1Ues of seta (R) for which the Density TheOl'em 1a 
true. We ahall content ourselves with the following sufficient con-
diUon which includes a larva ola88 of sets. Let S - (8 1 , S 2' ••• ) 
be a sequenoe of subsets of Ln which satisfy Um 8, - Ln. Then 
i ...... 
the Density Theorem w1l1 hold if: (1) S assigns the "proper density" 
(as given in Theorem 2.1) to perlod1c seta and (2) each set 51 can be 
covered by a rectangular set Riin such a way that U; N(Rl)/N(S1) 
1 ....... 
i. bounded. We omit the details of the proof thet theae condit1ons 
are sufficient for (2. 11) to hold. The idee of the proof ls to use the 
sets of 8 in computing the fnt term of (2.12) and to u.e the rec· 
tenoular sets to estimate the other two terms. 
The following examples illustrate the types of seta that 8et1.lfy 
condition. (1) and (2) and those thet do not. 
ExamPle 1 « Let S be any bounded reglon of En which has Jordan 
oontent. 1£ Xo i8 any point in the interior, we can • magnify" S about 
Xc by using the mapping ft{x) II Xc + t(x - xc;) defined for x E. En. It 
18 easy to verify that the seta 
satisfy properties (1) end (2). 
ExemPl. 2, Let 81 be the set defined by 
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Not only do the sets Si not satisfy property (2), they do not satisfy 
property (1) foe the periodic set 
T. Lx£Ln I Xl!! 1 (2) and Xi!!! 0 (2) foe i- 2, •••• n). 
In the following theorem we show that a finite number of the sets 
VpO can be perturbed in the intersection n VpO without affecting the 
p 
truth of (2. 11) • 
n Theorem 2.4. Let 0 be a finite subset of L and let 
S2,S3'SS' ••• ,Sp be an arbitrary collection of periodic sets with 
prime periods 2.3.5, •••• P respectively. Then the set 
S - n Sp r'I n VpQ has a density given by 
p~m p>P 
D(S) - ll- D(Sp) • n-DevpO). 
p~p p>P 
Proof: The proof of this theorem is essentially the S8me as 
that of Theorem 2.3. In fact v.e can make the same estimates of the 
error terms in the equation (2.12). The details of the proof are omitted. 
Using Theorems 2.3 and 2 .. 4 , we can say a great deal about the 
structure of VQ for finite sets Q. Before proceeding to these remarks, 
we give the following theorem which oharacterizes sequence. of the 
form (rp (0») • 
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Theorem Z. S. Let t 2 , t:3' ••• , tp •• be a sequence of integers 
(indexed by the primes) which satlsfies the inequalities 0 <. tp ~ pn 
for all P I Then e necessary and sufficient cond1Uon that there exists 
a finite Bet Q S L n with the property that rp (Q) .. lp for all p 18 that 
Um lp exist end 
P-'>oo 
(2.14) 
Proof: The necess1ty of the condlt1onl 18 apparent, for let Q be 
a finite subset of Ln. Then rp(Q) ~ N(Q) for all p, while Um rp(Q)-N(Q) 
P-l>OO 
aince for sufficiently large p all the points of Q are dlatinct modulo p. 
The sufficiency can be proved by constructing a aet which satisfies 
the requirements. Write Urn tp" t, then we mUlt choose t points 
p-.oo 
wh1ch satisfy rp(xl ,x2 ' • I. ,l) m tp for all p. We choose Xl 
arbltrarlly, then we define the sequence (x2,x3' .,, ,let) recursively 
as follows: Having selected Xl 'x2, ••• 'X,-l' we choose xJ to 
satisfy 
(l) xJ '!! Xl (P) for all primes p such that fp(xl' ••• 'XJ_l)mtp 
(2) xJ can see Xl ,x2' ••• , and X,-l for all other primes. 
The existence of such a point xJ is guaranteed by Theorem 2.4 in the 
case n ~ 2 since the set specif1ed by conditions (1) and (2) has a 
positive density. For the case n ... 1 a separate proof can be given by 
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ordinary congruence methods. The eet Q • (xl ,x2' ••• ,,) 1s 
seen to saUsfy rp(Q) .. tp since for each p xl,x2' ••• ,xtp are 
distinct modulo p and all the remaining points of Q (1f any) are con-
gruent to Xl modulo p. This completes the proof. 
This theorem w1ll be extended to the case of infinite sets in 
the next section. 
If Q is a finite subset of Ln , we have seen that the density 
of VQ is g1ven by n (1 - rphQ». Thi. product will oonverge 
p p 
absolutely for n ~ 2 sinoe L plr converges and the rp(Q) are 
p 
bounded. Therefore, in the case n ~ 2, the on1 y way VO can have 
zero density is for one or more of the factors 1 _ rp(O) pn to 
vanish. If DevpQ) ... 1 - rp(O) is zero for some pr1me p, then VpQ 
pn 
must be empty in which case VQ" n ~n 1s elso empty. Therefore 
p 
VC either has a positive density or it 1s empty. If VQ is not empty, we 
may prove 
(2.15) V2Q .. 0 (0 i. a set of v1sible points) and 
From Theorem 1.3 we have V2Q:;:? Q which implies rp ev2Q) ~ rp(Q). 
Therefore we haw 
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3 r (V20 ) IT r (0) D(V Q) "" n (l - p pl1 - ) ~ \ , (1 - On ' ) .. D(VQ). 
p p p 
But since V3Q - VQ. we must have equality and it follows that 
fp(V2Q) a fp(O) for ell primes p. Th1s 1s possible only if V2Q .. Q: 
for if V2Q were larger than Q . 
Urn rpCV2Q) "" N(V2Q) > N(Q) .. 11m rp(C'-). To prove the second 
p~~ p~~ 
part of (2. 15) we note that f (VO) + r (0 ) ~ pn since VQ ar n V Q 
. p p p p 
and 0 - n XpQ. From Theorem 1.3 we have VO'" (\ "P(VQ). 
p p 
Applying Theorem 2.2 we see that 
D(VO) ~ II fp~lF 
P 
Therefore if fp (VQ) < pn - rp (0) for some P. we have the oontrad1ction 
We summarize these results in the followinO: 
Theorem 2.6. Let 0 be a finite subset of L n for n ~ 2 • Then 
either VQ hISS pos1tive dens1ty or VQ 18 empty. and the second 
possibUity can arise only 1f VpO 1s empty for some prlme p. If VQ 
is non-empty. tllen Q 1s a set of visible points (Q-V(VQ» and we have 
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(2.16) 
Proof: The proof of (2 .16) is immediate from (2 .1S) and the 
fact that XpWQ}S VpQ. 
Equation (2. 16) may be interpreted as follows: Let xo be any 
point of Ln. Then for a fixed prime p we can always solve the con-
gruence x II "0 (P) subject to the condition that x ( Q or X t VQ. 
'. 
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Ii 3. The Infinite Case. 
In this section we extend aome of the re8ult8 of the last 
section to the case where Q i8 an infinite set. We begin with 8 
theorem whioh strongly indicates the need for 80me modification of 
our previous results. 
Theorem 3, 1. Let t 2 , t 3' ••• , tp , •• be a sequence of integers 
(indexed by the primes) satisfying the condition8 
Then e necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a set Q such 
thet r p (0) • lp for ell p is that t - lim lp exist (we allow t .. + 00 ) 
p -> "'" 
and thet t - sup lp. In addition, 1£ t 1s infinite, the set Q may be 
p 
selected 80 that VO is empty. 
Proof: The portion8 of thi8 theorem dealing with a finUe set 0 
and a finite limit t were proved in Theorem 2.5. Therefore we need only 
cons1der the case where t - 00 or where Q is an 1nfinUe set. If we 
reoall that rp(Q) 1s at least as large as the number of pOints of Q 
contained in any n-cube of dimension p, it follows that whenever 0 is 
an infinite set 
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All tbat remains to prove i. thet if we bave a sequence 8atisfying 
Um tp" 00, tben tbere exists e set Q sucb th&t rp(Q) • tp for all p 
and VQ is empty. 
We sball construct 8uob a set recursively. Let b l ,b2 , ••• 
be the set of integers defined by 
b 1 < b2 < b3 ••• 
tbl,b2, ••• ~ .. ~tOItPD ••• ) • 
In otber word. the b's are Just the integers which ooour in the sequence 
(t2 ,t3 , ••• ) arranged in ascending order witbout repetition. Let 
(e 1 ,e2' ••• ) .. Ln be a linear ordering of Ln. We define 
Q - (xl'X2' ••• ) as follows: Choose xl" 81 • Cboose xk tor k ~ 2 
by solving the oonoruences 
(3.1) 
tor those primes p sucb that 
rp(xl' ••• ,xk-l) -tp 
for those primes p sucb tbat 
rp(xl' ••• D~-lF < tp ~ bk • 
To prove that the conoruences (3.1) actually •• rve to define a 8et, we 
need only sbow th&t there ere e fWte number of oondition. imposed on 
the selection of eacb xk' To prove this, notioe that, sinoe 
lim tp .. 00 , tbere can be only a finite number of primes sucb that 
~ ~ bk for any perttoular k, and that 
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rp(xl"" Ixk_lF~ k· 1< bk , Therefore a sequence of points may 
be selected which satisfies (3,1), Writing Q • (Xl ,x2 ' '" ), we 
must show thet Tp (0) CI ~ end VO 1s empty, The fact that VQ 1s 
empty is immediate; for if e 1s any point of Ln, then e ... 81 for some 1, 
and e can not see Xi modulo those primes p for whioh tp ... b1 , To 
prove that rp(Q) '" tp ' we note that if rp(xl' ••• I~F - tp for some 
k, then Xi!!! Xl (P) for i'> k, and no new residues modulo pare 
introduced by xk+ 1 ' ~+ 2 •• , • Therefore r p (0) ~ tp' However it is 
impossible that rp (Q) <: ~ because this would imply that the prime p 
occurs in all but a fin1te number of the congruences xk !!. 6 k (P). But 
since (e1,e2 ••• ) .. Ln, the set (x1,x2 ••• ) would contain all possible 
residues modulo p which contradicts rp(Q)< tp ~ pn , 
Theorem 3.1 indicates that there can be no immediate extension 
of the" Density Theorem" for Unite sets to infinite sets. For if Q 1. 
any infinite subset of L n with the properties listed In Theorem 3.1, 
then we clearly can not prove 
D(VO) - n (1 _ rp(Q) ) 
pn p 
except in the tr1vial case where the product 1s zero. However, we can 
easily improve the estimate (2,9) by writing 
(3.2) 
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Th1e 18 a better reault than the one stated in (2.i) sinoe V2Q"2 Q 
wh.1oh implies D(Vp(V2Q» ~ D(VpQ). It should be noted that Theorem 
3. 1 in no woy excludes the possibility that ,quality holds in (3.2). 
For the 8.ts Q <iisaussed in the theorem we hove V2Q. L n , and 
the equotion 
(3.3) 
holds trivially ainoe both sides are zero. 
We oon refine (3.2) further if we write VQ· n "P(VQ)and use 
p 
a slight mod1fiooUon of the proof of Theorem 2.2 to show that 
(3.4) O(vQ) ~ n DCXp(VQ» • n rp$Q) • 
p p 
Th.1. result 18 stronger than (3. Z) sinoe we bave trivially 
rp(VQ) + rp(V2Q) ~ pn. 
One might reasonably osk, "Why even menUon (3.2) when the 
stronger version given by (3.4) exist.?" The reo son for doing eo 1s thot 
if we can prove that equality holds in (3.2) fOl' some olass of e.ts, 
then equality must oliO bold in (3.4) for thil some 010s8. And 1£ the 
infinite producte involved in (3.2) and (3.4) ore positive, it follows 
that 
(3.5) 
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W e shall return to these matters after we obtain some more 1nformGtion. 
However we mention in passing e nice interpretation of (3.5): 
Equation (3.5) holds for the prime p if and only if the congruence 
x :! a (P) has a solution. for any a £ L n, which also satisfies x E. VQ or 
x E.V2Q . When (3.4) does not hold, these last cond1Uons can not be 
met for some residues a modulo p. 
We now extend the definition of the function pW and the sets Ap 
to enable U8 to handle the representations indicated by (3.2) and 
(3.4) • 
Definition 3. 1. Let Q be a subset of L n and let p be a fixed 
prime. 'Ire define the sets Ap' Bp and Cp as follows: 
Ap c Ap(Q) .. (\ Vqq (\ ~n 
q..:p 
Bp =a (\ Vq (V2Q) ('\ Xp(V2Q) 
q<p 
Cp = n Xq(VQ) f1 Vp(VQ) 
q<p 
where the intersections are over all primes q < p and are defined to be 
n L if P '" 2. V;e define the function PAW as followa: 
if x1 ~ for all p. 
The functions 1£ Wand PC (x) are similarly defined in terms of 
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Bp and Cpo 
It should be noted that the function PA (xl 1s well defined s1nce 
the sets A2 ,A3 , ••• I~ ••• are clearly d1sJoint. and similarly 
Ps and Pc are well defined. 
In Theorem 3.2 we shall demonstrate how the sets Ap' Bp and Cp 
are used to represent VO. but first we compare the sets w1th one another. 
It is eVident from their definlUons that the sets ~ and Bp are con-
structed in 9ssenU8Uy the same manner; in faot Bp ... A pW2Q). The 
construction of the seta Cp 1s essenUaUy different sinoe it makes 
reference to the set VQ rather than 0 or V2Q . However. if (3. 5) holds, 
we have Cp III Bp for all primes p; and in the case of a finite set 0 
wUh a non-empty set of Visible points all three collections become 
identical. In fact. let 0 be a finite subset of L n and assume VO is non-
empty. Then we have V2Q .. Q which implies 1), .. Bp ' and from 
Theorem 2.6 we have Xp(VQ) .. VpQ wh1ch impUes Cp .. Ap. In the 
case where 0 1s finite and VQ is empty C'lo .. ¢) we easily verify that 
(1) 
(2) 
~ .. ¢ for all sufficiently large primes p 
n BZ""CZ-L 
Bp .. Cp .. ¢ for p > 2. 
If we merely assume that VQ III ¢ then (2) obVioualy remains valid; 
however there is no guarantee that (1) holds as Is illustrated by the 
following: 
Example. Let 0 ... (x2 ,x3 ' ••• ,xp ' ••• ) be tbe infinlte .et 
(indexed by the pr1mes) defined by 
e2} for all pr1mes q < p 
where "p 1s any root of the congruences (2) and (82,83 , ••• ,ep ' ••• )-L n 
18 a linear ordering of L n (also indexed by the primes). 
It Is evident that VO ta empty, fot if ep Is any polnt of L n then 
'p oan not lee Xp modulo p. To prove that Ap ~ ¢. let p be any pr1me. 
We compute 
where n(p) ls the nwnber of prime. les8 that or equal to p. But since 
n(p) clearly sattafies 0 < 1T(P)< pn, neither ~l nor VpO can be 
empty. It follows that ~I being a f1n1te lntersecUon of non-empty. 
independent, periodic seu. 18 1t.elf non ... mpty. 
The .et 0 con8tructed in this example can be used as another 
example for whtoh the Density Th.orem does not bold. W. have 
DevO). 0 and 
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This lest product ls olearly mtt zero for n ?- 3. However for n .. 2 
the faotors in thls product are asymptotic to those 1n the product 
wh10h diverges to zero. 
Although our disoussion has shown that there need be no intimate 
relation between~I Bp and Cp ' the follow1og theocem shows how 
'\, Bp and Cp may be used to represent VO. It also gives atelaUon i 
between the functions PA' PB and Pc which 18 vaUd in aU 08S8S. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Q be any subset of Ln. Then the sets 
~I Bp and Cp are periodic end have denslUes given by 
n 
q <p 
FurthermOC'e we may represent VQ 10 terme of theae eets as follows: 
VQ • L n.. UP'. L n - U B d L n - U C • 
-p p p 
p p p 
The functions PA' IB and Pc are related by 
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(3.6) 
Proof: The fact that P-p' Bp and Cp are period.ic sets with 
densities al .indicated follows 1mmediately from their definitions and 
equation (2.6). To prove the second assertion, we wr1te 
2 (U Bp)' "" s~ Q) • VQ and 
p 
(Uc ). '" n C' .. n"m~nF "" VQ. 
p p p p P 
It follows from these equations that PA (x) .. 1 1f and only if x€. VQ, 
and similarly for Pa (x) '" 1 and Pc (x) = 1. Vi e now show that 
PB (x) • P vi 1 impUes that PA (xl ~ p: the proof relating Pc and Pa 1s 
Similar and will not be given. Let Xi: Ln and assume Ps(x) .. P for 
some prime p. Then we have 
This implies that x ¢ Aq for all q <. p. Therefore, since PA (x) " 1 
(because xi. VQ), we must have PA (x) ;:, Pa (x) • 
As we shall see in Theorem 3.3 the inequalities (3. '> confirm 
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our observations on the relative strengths of (2.9), (3.2) and (3.4). 
This theorem i8 the first extension of the Denalty Theorem to infinite 
seta O. Before stating the theorem, we insert the following definition. 
DefWt10n 3.2. We define the set A(K) by 
where x is the • sup. norm" of x defined by 
We make analogous def1n1t1ons for the seta BOO and C(1O in terms of 
Pa and PC nlspeottvely. 
It should be noted thet by (3.6) we have 
(3.1) A(K) :2 BOO ? C(K) • 
Theorem 3.3. Let 0 be an infinite subset of Ln. Then a 
neoeaa8ry and sufficient oond1Uon that VO have a density· given by 
(3.8) 
• We shall prove the suffioienoy only for rectangular regions with 
uniform dimensions (n-cubes). The proof can be easily modified to 
inolude a nlotangular solid expandlng to Ln in suoh a manner that 
the ratio between the longest side and the shortest side remains 
bounded. 
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is that 
(3.9) Um Dtn.(K» CI O. 
h~oo 
Similarly 
(3.10) D(VO) .... n D(V (V2Q» 
p P 
if and only if 
(3.11) lim D(8(K» ,. 0, and 
K->ao 
(3.12) D(VO) - n D<xp (VO» 1£ and only if 
p 
(3.13) lim n(C(K) III o. 
h~"" 
Proof: We .hall prove only the second of these statements. 
The proofs for the other two are essentia lly a matter of replacing "8" 
with" AM or" Cit throughout the proof whioh is given here. 
"Va first prove that (3. 10) implies (3. 11). We have 
8 (K) .. t x \ Pe W ~ K Ix I:> 03 
~ ~x \ PeW ~ K 1 
... U Bp - (VQ v U Bp)' 
p~h p<K 
Therefore if R is any rectangular subset·, we have 
• <X a ny subset of Ln which Is being used to compute the density of VQ. 
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Letting R expand to cover L n, we find by a simple oomputaUon that 
(3.14) 
D (BOO) ~ 1 - ..I2.(VQ) - L DCB.,> 
p .:: K 
• TI D(Vp(V20» ... J2. (VO), 
p <. K 
from wlUch (3. 11) follows by assuming (3. 10) and allowing K to tend 
to infinity. 
To prove that (3. 11) impUes (3. 10), we a88ume that the 
reotangular sets R used to oompute D(VO}are equilateral. We write 
R .. Re,b and we set d • b1 - 81 (the length of a side of R). UsinO 
Theorem 3.2 and the faot that the Sp's are disjoint. we may write 
~EslF - 1 ... L l1t(Bp>. 
p 
Let P be any prime. let K be any poslUve number. and ohoose d so 
that dK > P. Then by 8 oomputation similar to that used in the proof 
of Theorem 2.3. we O8n write 
(3.15) 
... Dtt(x I PaW ~ Kd). 
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To estimate ~ (Bpl, we write 
Then we oover R by n-oubes of dimension p and use the same argument 
used in proving TheOC'em 2.3 to show that 
• 
To asUmate the last term in (3.15), we assume that R has been chosen 
large enough to contain the Ofigin. We have then 
8inoe Kd ~ K \ x \ for all x £ R. Combining these results in (3. 15) , 
we conolude that 
(3.16) ~EsnF ~ ~E n Vp (V2Q» - (2YJn L 
p~ P P<p<Kd 
- ~EBEhFK 
We may assume that L rp(V2Q) / pn oonveZV88 since otherwise there 
18 nothing to prove. If we let R expand to cover Ln in (3. 16), we 
obtain 
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If we allow P to tend to inftntty, this becomes 
(3.11) ~EsnF ~ --r l D(Vp(V2Q» - D(BOO). 
p 
Equallon (3. 10) follows by letting Ie tend to infinity and ulling (3.11). 
We have the following corollary (to the proof of the theorem) 
wh10h again refers to the .. equllateral" density. 
CorollarY. Let Q be an infinite subset of Ln. Then we can make 
the following esUrnatea on the size of VQ: 
r (VQ) - - r (VQ) n ~n - C ~ 12(VQ) { D(VQ) ~ TT Dpn - Q. , 
P P 
where 
C ,., lim D(x \ PC (x) ~ Ie IXI) and 
1-;>(>p 
(3.18) 
.Q. ... lim ,l2.(x \ Pc (x) ?- Ie Ixl) • 
1 .... 00 
The proof of this result follows from the analoques of (3. 14) and 
(3.17) for the calle of C (K) rather than BOO. The limits defining C and 
.Q. exist, of cour •• , .ince the functions of K involwd are both mono-
tonically decreasing and bounded below by zero. 
The following oorollary is eVident from (3. 18) • 
Corollwy. Let Q be an infinite subset of Ln. Then if 
.Q. - C S' C , VQ has 8 density given by 
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D(VQ) an rp(VQ) .. C. 
p pIl 
In particular, if the sets C(K) bave den.iUes for sufficiently large K, 
then 
D(VO) • 11 rp~nF .. Urn D(C(K). 
p p K .... oo 
Both of the above corollaries may also be stated in terms of the 
seu A(K) and BOO. 
We now return to our discu •• ion of the relative merits of our 
three representations of VQ, namely 
VQ - L n .. U Ap - L n .. U Bp - L n .. U Cp • 
P P P 
Each of theae exprel8ion. leads to a different product fOl' computing 
the density of VQ «3.8), (3.10) or (3.12». We bave dlscullled the 
relations between these products, but it is interesting to see what 
they become in tennl of the sets A(K), B (10 and C (K). From (3.7) 
we have 
- -Urn D(A(K) ~ 11m D(B(K» ~ Urn D(C(K). 
TMs relation abows us again that (3.8) implies (3.10) whicb in turn 
implies (3.12). The sets given in Theorem 3.1 may be token for 
examples in which (3.8) does not hold, but for wh1ch (3. 10) and (3.12) 
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are valid. As I stated earlier, I have no example. in wh10h (3. 12) 
hold. and (3.10) does not. In fact, I have no examples for whioh 
(3. 10) does not hold. 
In oroer to prove that (3. 10) or (3. 12) holds in general we 
must analyze the sets B (K) or C (K) in greeter detail. The orux of 
the whole problem of the density of VO for infinite seta 0 seems to 
be in a deeper understanding of theee sets or, equally, in a deeper 
enalyaie of the funQtions Pa and PC' The sets themeelvel are very 
diffioult to handle <Ureotly. The funotions are only defined by implioit 
relaUons on the sets ~EsOMF and ~EslF which are not so easy to work 
with. Aa an alternative approaoh we might try to prove the relation 
r (VO) + r (V2Q) _ pn 
p p 
whioh, as mentioned earlier, would at least show that (3.10) and 
(3. 12) are idenUoal. However this problem appears to be more 
oomplioated than a direct attack on (3.10) or (3.12). 
It should not be thought from the above di8QUIsion that Theorem 
3.3 gives us no <Ureot information on the validity of (3.8), (3.10) or 
(3. 12). As a matter of faot, we can use the theorem to show, for a 
large 01as8 of infin1te sets Q, that VO does have a dens1ty wh1ch 1s 
given by (3.8). In order to simplify the notation, we write 
p(x) • { 
p(x) /IXI 
o 
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if x tl (0,0, ••• ,0) 
Ux. (0,0, ••• ,0) 
To show that (3.8) holds, we must show that 
Um D(x I p(x) ?- K). O. 
K->oo 
We nut consider a simple example in L 3 • Let Q be an 
infinite subset of L3 which U8I entirely in the (xl,x2)-plane. If 
x E. L 3 18 suoh that p(x) - p for some prime p, then 
Therefore we must haw 
x • x· (P) for some x· E. Q • 
But looking at the last components of x and x· we have 
Thus if x3 tl 0 we have 
which also hold. if p(x) • 1 and x3 tl O. Therefore we have P(x) ~ 1 
for all points x exoept pou1bly some in the (xl,x2)-plane. Th1s last 
set obviously hes zero dens1ty and ther~fore 
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D(P.(K» "" 0 for K > 1. 
Thus we have proven (3.8) foe any set Q which 11es entirely 1n the 
(xl'X2) plane. It 1s evident that this result may be extended to 
any set lylog entirely 10 a subset of L n of the form 
Xl D constant for some 1 = 1, ••• , n • 
If Q 1s the finlte un10n of such sets, it 1s equally clear tha t the same 
argument will be val1d. V</e may, 10 fact, prove the followlog theorem. 
Theorem 3.';. Let a ::00 (a l' ••• I~F be a vector with rational 
components and let 01.. and f> be real numbers. We say that a set 
01 1s subd1mens1onal (with respect to L n) if for some a, eX. and (3 
we can write 
Let Q be a subset of L n wh1ch can be represented as a finite union ot 
subdlmens10nal sets, say 
Then Q ha s a density which ls given by 
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D(VO) • n D(V 0) .,. T\ (1 _ rp(O) ). 
p p p pn 
Proof: Let x£. Ln and let p(x} - p (we allow p - 1 in this cas.) • 
Then either p(x} - 1 or x [ XpO and in either case we have 
(3.19) x ~ x· (p) for some x· s. Q • 
By the hypothesis of the theorem, x" must satisty a releation of the 
form 
We may assume without 108S of generality that a 1 ,82' ••• ,an' 
c1.. and ~ are integers. Then by (3. 19) we have 
Therefore either D - 0, whloh can happen only for a set of zero density, 
or 
p ~ \Dl ~ 1U~yx11+ ••• +\t1nI \Xn\ l-\a1x l + ••• + ~uny 
~ «(a 1\ + ••• + \ ~yF I x I + max ( \--1. 1, \ R>I ) • 
Thus, except for a eet of zero density, we have 
P(x} - m/Euf~yU1y + ••• + 18n\ + max (1 ''><'/, I fl l). 
Since there are only a finite number of possible values for 
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a l' ••• , an' c,( and ~ , p(x) is a bounded function of x except 
possibly on a set of density zero, and t he result follows by Theorem 
3.3. 
This theorem demonstrates t he possibility of obtaining definite 
results from Theorem 3.3. The following theorem, though not quite 
as explicit, gives an interesting condition for (3.8), (3.10), or 
(3.12) to hold. 
n Theorem 3.5. Let Q be an infinite subset of L , and define 
the function p(x) by 
{ 
p(x)/IXliftxl ~l 
p(x) "" 
o 1flxl a O 
where p(x) 18 either PA (X), PB (x) or Pc (x) • Then if 
(3.20) 
1s finite, VQ has a density given by equation (3.8), (3.10), or 
(3.12) respectively. 
Proof: The theorem states that if p(x) 1s .. averagable" (rnorlil 
properly has an "upper average") then 
lim D(x 1 P(x) ~ K) "" O. 
K-+<>o 
We assume that this la st cond1tion dces not hold and show that (3.20) 
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1s infinite. Assume that 
Um D(x I PM ~ K) "'" ~g> 0 • 
K --+<>o 
Then for a fbed K the re exist" arbitrarily large" R such tha t 
For such an R we have 
1(R) L p(x) ~ h~ (x I p(x) ~ K) ~ Kg/2. 
N xfR 
Therefore the expression in (3.20) 1s at least as large as Kg/2, and 
sinoe we oem take K as large as we please (3. 20) is infinite. 
We cLose this seotion with an elementary but interesting result 
which shows that "at least half" of the sets of visible pOints have 
zero density. 
Theorem 3! 6. Let Q and VQ be conjugate pairs of sets of 
visible points (V2Q '"' Q). Then at leest one of them must heve zero 
ciensity. 
Proof: We may assume that one of the sets has a positive 
upper density, since otherwise there is nothing to prove. By 
symmetry we may take D(VQ) > o. This implies 
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Therefore rp(Q)/pn tend. to zero as p lnores ••• without bound. 
But we olearly have 
for all p. 
It follows that 
Letting p tend to lnfinity, we obtaln 
'O(Q) ~ O. 
This oompletes the proof of the theorem. 
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• 4. The Average Vi:! lues of a Class of Functions in Ln. 
In this seoUon we prove an identity which contains the 
Density Theorem for' finite •• t. as a special case. As will be seen. 
the teohniqUe. we use haw no obvious extension to infinite sets Q. 
We begin with the definition of the average of a funotion in 
. Deflnltion 4.1. Let f be a real valued function defined on Ln. 
The average value of f on Ln 1. defined by the follOWing Umit (.U it 
exista) 
where R -+ L n 18 defined as in Definition 2. 1. 
For oonvenience we restrict ourselves to uniform rectangular 
set8 R .. Ra, b' and we write r .. b i - a1 for' the oommon dimension 
of R. 
We now define two funotSons which w1ll playa basic role in our 
subseqUent analysis. 
D!f1n1Uoo 4.2. Let Q be a finite subset of Ln and let x be a 
POint of Ln. We define the functions d(x) and F(x) as follows: 
••• 'Xn) if x.,. (0.0, •••• 0) 
Ux. (0,0, •••• 0) 
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F(x} .. lem d(x-y}. 
ye Q 
It is easy to see how we can relate the functions ti(x) and 
F(x) to visibility problems. For example, two points x and y are 
mutually vis ible if and only if d(x-y) :II 1. Aod the pOint x can see 
Q if and only if F(x) '" 1. In fact, it is proved 1n [2] that the density 
of VQ 1s the average v~lue of the function O~ }{(d) where )-'..1s the 
d IF (x) 
Mobius function. 
W e now state the fundamental result of this section as follows: 
Theorem 4. 1. Let Q be a Unite set oonsisting of k points of L n , 
n ? 2. Let g(m) and G(rn} be multiplicative arithmetic functions which 
are related by the equation 
G(m) '" L g(d), 
dim 
and define G(O) = O. Assume that g(m) satisfies a r(ilation of the fann 
(4.1) 
for some constants A and a. Then, 1£ the inequality· 
(4.2) . 2 n>1+ Ka 
... Note that 1£ a $ 0 , this condition 1s automatically satisfied. 
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holde, the function G(F(x) has an average value in L n wh1ch 1s given 
by the absolutely convergent Euler product 
(4.3) 
Proof: The fact that the product oonverges absolutely 
follows from the inequaUties (4.1), (4.2) and r 1 (Q) ~ k. We 
p 
begin our proof of the theorem by expressing the sum for computing 
the average of G(F(x) in terms of the funotion g(d). We then break 
. this sum into three pieces which we call 81 ' 8 2 and S3' We handle 
each of these pieces separately. 
We may neglect those x for which F(x) .. 0 and then we have 
..L. L. G(F(x) _..L. L. L g(d) 
N(R)XER N(R)XER d\F(x) 
+ L L tI(d) 
xlR d\F(x) 
d~r 
say, where D is a positive constant smaller than r. 
We can rearrange the sum 8 1 as follows: 
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(4.4) 8 1 "" d~agEdF k~F fR 1 = £D9 (d) ~Ex \ d\rW). 
c:1 r(x) 
Now we prove that the sets Ad '" ~ x \ d \FWj are periodic and we 
compute their denSities. First assume that d 1s a power of a prime. 
Then the condition d\F(x) is equ1valent to the conciltion that d divides 
d(x-y) for some pOint y E. Q . We can write this as follows: 
J\d '= \.. x \ x '!!!. Y (d) for some y E Q] • 
Therefore Ad i8 C!I periodic set and we have 
But if d is a oomposite nwnber, the condition dlr(x) is equivalent 
to the condition that each prime power appearing in the pr1me power 
factorization of d should diVide F(x). Therefore we can write Ad as 
the intersection of independent periodic sets, and a 'simple appl1cation 
of equation (2.6) shows thatthe d~msity of Ad ,D(Ad' is a 
multiplicative function of d. Returning to (4.4), we oan write 
If we allow D to tend to infinity, we obtain 
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Urn Urn 8 1 - L g(d) a~FK 
D ....... R--Ln d 
This sedes is absolutely convergent and, in fact, has the Euler 
product given by (4.3). Therefore to complete the proof, it suffices 
to show that 
(4. S) 
(4.6) 
lim U; IS 2\" 0 and a->~ R .... Ln 
Fkst we turn to the sum 82. We have. by analogy with (4.4), 
We can estimate the size of the factors ~ (Ad) as we did in the proof 
of the Density Theorem for finite sets. We find that 
Therefore 
\ 82\ :s; 2
n r~ g(d) D(Ad)' 
D <d<r 
from wh1ch (4. S) is evident. 
To prove (4.6). notice that if R 1s large enouqh to enclose the 
origin as well as all the points of Q then d(x-y):s r for all points 
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X £ Rand y <. Q. Therefore, under these oonditions, we have 
F(xl - lorn d(x-y) <: rk • 
yEQ 
We can then write 
It 1s well known (see [11) that the dlv1sor funoUon d(rn) .. L 1 Is 
tim 
E 
of smaller order than m for any positive power E. Therefore we can 
write 
(4.7) 
where A' is a positive constant depend10g on .::- and A. To estimate the 
density 10 R of the set l x \ F (xl ~ r 3 we observe that 
Therefore 
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t x \ F(x) ~ rS <; lX \ d(x-y) ~ r1lk for some yE- Q 3 
c U U I Lx \ d(x-y) • d j 
YLQ d~tl k 
I1t(x I F(x) ~ r) 
But aince theae last sets are periodic, we may use equation 2.3 to 
write 
~Ex \ X!! y (d» ~ 2nD(x I X!! y (d» 
Returning to (4.1), we have 
(4.8) 
But by oondition (4.2) it follows that 15k -~ <: 0, and if we take E: 
suffio1ently small 10 (4.8), we can guarantee that the coeffioient of 
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r 18 negative. Therefore, letting r tend to infinity, equation (4.6) 
is eVident. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
In the proof of this theorem we only used the condition that 
n> 1 + k2a in showing that the product (4.3) was oonvergent and in 
estimating S3. We could have proved the theorem under the 
alternative assumptions that n> k(a+ 1) and the product (4.3) is 
absolutely convergent. Neither of the conditions n > 1 + k 2a or 
n > k(8+l) 18 "best possible"; however we have proved the following: 
Corollwy. Let Q be a finite subset of L n, n ~ 2. Then VQ has 
a density which is given by 
(4.9) D(VO) - n (1 _ r~n»K 
p 
Proof: Take g(m) -..4.(m). 
As we mentioned earlier, Rearick t21 has proved this result 
for a set Q consisting of ~ pOints of L n or of k mutually visible 
points of Ln. It 1s interesting to see how the Density Theorem may 
be stated in these cases. First we let Q be a subset of L n which 
consists of k mutually visible points. Then each point of Q leaves 
8 distinct least positive residue modulo p for any fixed prime p. 
Therefore rp(Q) a k for all primes p* and equation (4.9) becomes 
* We must have k ~ 2n, sinoe there are at most 2n points of Ln 
which are mutually visible in pairs. 
• 
·51· 
(4.10) DevO) - n (1 .!or). 
p p 
In the case where 0 consists of two points x. Y [ Ln. IS simple 
oomputation shows that 
if p t d(x-yl. 
1f p \ d(x-y) • 
Therefore. in this case. we may express the density of VO as follows: 
DevO) - TT (1 -p\r' n (1.J...) 
p I d(x-y) p '\' d(x-y) pD 
(4.ll) 
where C is the constant given by the lnf1nlte product 
Equations (4.10) and (4. 11) are the el(pfession8 of the Density 
Theorem which were obtained by Rearick. 
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